VARIANTS.
TALES. Variants in edition of 1812 (first edition), and f Original
MS.' readings given as footnotes in Life and Poems (1834). These
latter are distinguished as 'O.M.*
Preface: p. 5, 1. i. present Volume. p. 10, 1. 22. Ahitophel.
1. 23. Ogg. pp. 10—ii. instead of 1. 30—1. 5 :
It has been, asked, if Pope was a poet? No one, I conceive, will accuse
me of vanity in bringing forward this query, or suppose me capable of
comparing myself with a man so eminent: but persons very unlike in other
respects may, in one particular, admit of comparison, or rather the same
question may be applied to both. Now, who will complain that a definition of
?
oetry, which excludes a great part of the writings of Pope, will shut out him ?
do not lightly take up the idea, but I conceive that by that kind of definition,
one half of our most agreeable English versification (most generally held, by
general readers, to be agreeable and good) will be excluded, and an equal
quantity, at least of very moderate, or, to say truly, of very wretched com-
position, will be taken in. (O.M.)
Tale i. The 'edition of 1834 contains the following note to the Quotations:
These mottoes are many, because there is a reference in them not only to the
characters, but frequently to the incidents also; and they are all taken from
Shakspeare, because I could more readily find them in his scenes, than in
the works of any other poet to whom I could have recourse. (O.M.)
1. 310.   tyger.       1. 371.   skulks.
Tale 2. Second Quotation. Hath written. Third Quotation, fire
and flood. instead of "11. 191—4:
In a clear eve the lover sail'd, and one
As clear and bright on aged Allen shone:
On the spot sanction'd by the last embrace
The old man stood! and sigh'cl upon the place.	(O.M.)
instead of 11. 253—274 :
Oft to his children had the father told
Where he resided in the years of old;
When, without thought, his feeling and his pride
The native town adorn'd and magnified;
The streets, the markets, and the quays were all
Spacious and grand, and every building tall:
The tower and church were sea-marks leagues from land—
Men were amazed to see them look so grand !
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